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ABSTRACT

The MARS (Multi-dimensional Analysis of Reactor Safety) code is a multi-
dimensional, best-estimate thermal-hydraulic system analysis code. This report
describes the new features that have been improved in the MARS 1.3 code since the
release of MARS 1.3 in July 1998. The new features include:

- Implementation of point kinetics model into the 3D module

- Unification of the heat structure model

- Extension of the "control function" to the 3D module variables

- Improvement of the 3D module input check function

Each of the items has been implemented in the developmental version of the MARS
1.3.1 code and, then, independently verified and assessed. The effectiveness of the new
features is well verified and it is shown that these improvements greatly extend the code
capability and enhance the user friendliness. Relevant input data changes are also
described. In addition to the improvements, this report briefly summarizes the future
code developmental activities that are being earned out or planned, such as coupling of
MARS 1.3 with the containment code CONTEMPT and the three-dimensional reactor
kinetics code MASTER 2.0.
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1. Introduction

The MARS (Multi-dimensional Analysis of Reactor Safety) code is a multi-
dimensional, best-estimate thermal-hydraulic system analysis code [1]. Brief description
of the MARS code development history is followed.

As a backbone for the development of the MARS code, C0BRA/RELAP5 was
selected and improved. In 1997, RELAP5/MOD3 5m5 of C0BRA/RELAP5 was
replaced with RELAP5/MOD3.2. Then, to enhance the code portability, the
programming language of the previous C0BRA/RELAP5 was converted into the
standard FORTRAN 90. Also, for better user access, the hydrodynamic calculation
sequence is modified so that COBRA/RELAP5 can run on a single CPU machine by
completely merging COBRA-TF into RELAP5, which made the code be consisted of
the ID module (RELAP5) and the 3D module (COBRA-TF). This unified version of the
code was renamed as MARS (Multi-dimensional Analysis of Reactor Safety) version
1.1. MARS 1.1 runs on PC/Windows and HP/UNIX and maintained mainly on
PC/Windows environment, which enhances the user accessibility.

With the introduction of RELAP5/MOD3.2.1.2 that possesses the outstanding
models of AP600, the ID module of MARS 1.1 is replaced with RELAP5/MOD3.2.1.2.
Then, the input systems of both the ID and 3D modules were unified. The input
processing routines of the 3D module were modified to have the features of input
system of the ID module, that is, to have free format input structure with card
numbering using the INP package. This unification of input system enhances the user
friendliness as well as code maintenance capability. This version of MARS was named
as MARS 1.2.

Development of MARS 1.3 aims at the code restructuring and the further unification
of the code. The ID module of the code is completely restructured and modernized
using the modular data structure and the derived type variables of standard FORTRAN
90. This greatly improves the code readability and the code maintenance capability by
removing the data management scheme based on the file transfer block (FTB) that used
to be an obstacle in modifying the code models and correlations. Then, a dynamic
memory management scheme is applied for each module, which enhances the flexibility
of memory requirement and reduces the size of hard disk for restart file storage. One of
the valuable outcomes of the code restructuring is that the code and data structure is
fully understood and the relevant technology is localized. As part of code unification,
the light water property routines of equation-of-state (EOS) are unified such that the
light water property routines of the 3D module are completely replaced with those of
the ID module. And, the transport properties of light water are modified to represent the
ASME '92 water and steam properties. MARS 1.3 now runs on PC/Windows and
HP/UNIX platforms having a single CPU, and users have the options to select the 3D
module to model the 3D thermal-hydraulics in the reactor vessel or other components.

After the release of MARS 1.3 in July 1998, efforts to extend the code capability
and to enhance user friendliness have been made. The new features implemented in the
code are:

- Implementation of point kinetics model into the 3D module



- Unification of the heat structure model
- Extension of the "control function" to the 3D module variables
- Improvement of the 3D module input check function

This report describes these new features, each of which is described in Section 2
through 5. These were implemented in the developmental version of the MARS code
and, then, independently verified. The results of the verifications clearly showed that the
efforts greatly improved both the code capability and user friendliness. The input data
changes associated with the improvement are described in Appendix A. These new
features will be included in the official release version MARS 1.3.1. In addition to these
improvements, we have made additional efforts to couple the containment code
CONTEMPT and the 3D kinetics code MASTER 2.0 with MARS 1.3. The on-going
and future code development activities including these code couplings are briefly
described in Section 6.



2. Implementation of Point Kinetics Model into the 3D Module

2.1 Introduction

The 3D module of MARS 1.3 can model the core power transients by user input
only, whereas the ID module has the capability to calculate the core power transients
using a point kinetics model with feedback. Since the simulation capability of core
power transients is essential in the integrated safety analysis, it is necessary to put
kinetics model into the 3D module. Thus, the point kinetics model of the ID module has
been ported into the 3D module coupled with feedback from 3D thermal-hydraulics.

2.2 Pre-processing

2.2.1 Input requirements for use of point kinetics model with the 3D module
T/H Feedback (rrkin.f90)

Reactor kinetics input cards are specified from cards 30000000 through 39999999,
where rector kinetics type is specified on card 30000000. To identify usage of feedback
data from the 3D module, new feedback type 'SEPARA3D' must be used on W2(A) of
card 30000000. If SEPARA3D was selected (i.e., IF(rk_hd%rkopt(l).eq.l)), the ID
convention of volume and heat structure number is switched to the 3D convention. The
3D hydrodynamic volume number identifications consist with channel number and node
number, i.e. cccnnOOOO, where ccc means channel number and nn means node number.
Heat structure identifications in the 3D module consist of structure identification
number and node number, i.e. mmmOnn, where mmm means heat structure
identification number and Onn means node number.

2.2.2 Input requirements for direct moderator heating ( cobrai.f90)

Power source of fuel rods of the 3D module is currently given by user inputs for
axial power profile tables and forcing function. But, when using the point kinetics
model, the power source needs to be replaced with the calculated power. The direct
moderator heating is also modeled, depositing the energy on the 3D hydrodynamic
volumes specified by channel and node numbers. New input formats 61130000 ~
61130099 were designed for modeling the direct heating as followings.

CARD 6113xxxx: Direct Moderator Heating Card
This card must be entered if SEPARA3D option is selected in W2(A) in Card
30000000

Card 61130000
W1(I) : Total number of nodes for direct heating
W2(R): Direct heating fraction to total kinetics power ( Typical Value = 0.03)

Card 61130001 ~ 61130099
W1(I) : Volume Number (cccnnOOOO: ccc=channel number, nn=node number)
W2(I): Volume increment
W3(R): Fraction to total direct heating : Total summation value must be a unit.
W4(R): Number of Volume : Summation value must be same as W1(I) of 61130000



2.2.3 Kinetics initialization and bias calculation (irkin.f90, sstemp.f90, c_tfavg.f90)

Prior to the transient calculation, the reactivity bias is calculated from irkin.f90
using initial values of the 3D module. During the input processing of the 3D module,
the zone averaged fuel temperatures are calculated by the new, added subroutine,
c_tfavg.©0, called from sstemp.f90.

2.3 Transient Process (temp.f90,c_tfavg.f90, heat.f90, post3d.f90, rkin.f90)

After the initialization of the 3D T/H module and the point kinetics model, the 3D
T/H calculations are advanced using the kinetics power of old time step and, then,
kinetics calculation is advanced using the new fuel and moderator temperatures
obtained by the 3D module. The forcing function of fuel heat source in the 3D module
is replaced with the power fraction calculated by the point kinetics model in temp.f90.
Direct heating power fractions are added on the given channel-nodes in heat.f90. The
energy partitioning between liquid and vapor is based on the mass fraction of each
phase. The zone averaged fuel temperatures are calculated in c_tfavg.f90 and liquid-
vapor temperatures of channel-nodes are stored on a new common block /fld_tmp/ in
post3d.f90. After completion of the 3D module T/H calculation, kinetics calculations
are advanced in rkin.f90 routine using different feedback temperatures according to a
given feedback type; rk__hd%rkopt(l). If the 3D T/H feedback option was selected (i.e.
rk_hd%rkopt(l)=l), all feed back temperatures are taken from specified channel-nodes
in the 3D module. Other reactivity control terms from general tables and control
variables of the ID module remain effective, thus, general reactivity control functions
are applicable in transient process of the 3D module. However boron reactivity
feedback effects cannot be made operable in the 3D module since the 3D module does
not have a boron transport model.

2.4. Restart Process (dumpit.f90, restrt.f90)

To enable a restart calculation with kinetics model, the new common block
/fld_tmp/ is written on "restart" file in dumpit.f90 and read in restrt.f90.

2.5 Verification

To verify the implementation of the point kinetics model into the 3D module, a
conceptual problem was established:

- Core power: 168.9 MW
- Rod length: 5 m (active rod length 4 m)
- Total number of fuel rods: 2640

As shown in Fig. 2.1, two input models were made for the above conceptual problem.
The MARS ID input model in Fig. 2.1 (a) was made as reference and, in the 1D/3D
input model, the core region was replaced with the 3D module; that is, a hydrodynamic
channel and a rod component that uses the point kinetics model.

In each calculation, initial steady state is reached by null transient calculation with
fixed boundary conditions and zero reactivity feedback. The boundary conditions are
given below:

- Inlet water temperature: 300 K



- Mass flow rate: 998 kg/s
- Exit pressure: 0.4 MPa.

Then, transient calculations are initiated by changing the inlet coolant temperature with
reactivity feedback. The inlet coolant temperature is changed as a function of time as
shown in the top-right figure of Figs. 2.2 through 2.5. To see the moderator temperature
and Doppler feedback effects separately, Doppler feedback coefficients were set to zero
in the first transient calculation and, then, another transient was calculated with non-
zero Doppler feedback coefficient.

The results of ID and 1D/3D calculations are shown in Figs. 2.2 through 2.5. Each
figure includes time plots (from top to bottom, from left to right) as follows:

- Reactor power (W)
- Total flow enthalpy increase across the core (W)
- Total reactivity (Dollars)
- Reciprocal time (s'1)
- Inlet coolant temperature (K, user input)
- Exit coolant temperature (K)

Comparing Fig. 2.2 with Fig. 2.3 that illustrate the results of the ID and 1D/3D transient
calculations with non-zero moderator temperature coefficient and zero Doppler
coefficient, it can be clearly seen that the results of the two calculations are in complete
agreements with each other. Figures 2.4 and 2.5 depict the ID and 1D/3D transient
results with non-zero moderator temperature and Doppler coefficients. The two results
show a slight deviation each other. The differences between the ID and 3D heat
structure models result in different fuel rod tempratures, which again results in different
kinetics behavior because of great Doppler feedback coefficient. Nevertheless, overall
calculation results agree well with each other. Thus, it can be said that the point kinetics
model was successfully implemented into the 3D module.

It should be noted that, when the point kinetics model is used for the 3D module, the
total reactor power on W2 of Card 30000001 is meaningless. The power specified by
the 3D module input convention is in effect (i.e., total power = aflux * rmult * rod
length).
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Fig. 2.1 Input model of the MARS ID and 1D/3D calculations
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3. Unification of the Heat Structure Model

3.1 Introduction

Each of the ID and the 3D modules of MARS 1.3 has its own heat structure model
(HSM), where the HSM comprises the heat conduction model and the heat transfer
package. The ID and 3D HSMs can model any heat structures in contact with the ID
and 3D hydrodynamic volumes, respectively. However, it is not possible to simulate a
heat structure, of which one side (or the left boundary surface) contacts the ID module
hydrodynamic volumes and the other side (or the right boundary surface) contacts the
3D module hydrodynamic volumes. Figure 3.1 shows an example of such case. To
resolve this problem, MARS 1.3 was improved so that the ID HSM can simulate the
heat structures contacting either the ID or 3D module hydrodynamic volumes.

3D Region

Add to ID Volume Data Block

1DK

ff

egion 3D Reg : ID! legiondii::
:: : ID!

ID Heat Structure Model
Conductor

Fig. 3.1 The concept of the lD/3Dheat structure coupling

3.2 Extension of the ID HSM Capability

During a transient calculation, both the ID and 3D HSMs are solved first and, then,
the ID and 3D hydrodynamic models (HDMs) are solved. This means the HSMs utilize
the old time-step hydrodynamic conditions as boundary conditions and, after advancing
one step calculation, the HSMs give the wall-to-fluid heat transfer rate and others to the
HDMs.

In the ID HSM, only "the volume data" are used as boundary conditions for heat
transfer calculations. This enables the heat structure coupling using the 3D
hydrodynamic volume data as boundary conditions for the ID module heat structures.
Thus, the ID volume data block is extended so as to include the 3D volumes facing the
ID heat structures. In the extended ID volume data block, the 3D hydrodynamic
volume data are mapped every time step in the fonn of the ID hydrodynamic volume
data. Then, the ID HSM calculates the thermal conduction equation for the heat
structure, yielding the wall-to-fluid heat transfer, near-wall vapor generation rate, or
near-wall vapor condensation rate. These are appropriately transferred to the 3D HDM.

This code improvement extends the MARS capability to model the 1D/3D

11



interfacing heat structure. Moreover, it enables to use the ID HSM for modeling the
3D/3D interfacing heat structures. Therefore, the unheated conductor model of the 3D
module can be replaced (or eliminated) with the ID HSM.

3.3 Code Modification

For the heat structure coupling, four subroutines were created and twelve sub-
routines were modified. Modification of major associated subroutines are explained in a
sequence of time advancement.

3.3.1 Subroutine "rhtcmp":
This reads input data of the ID HSM. Boundary conditions of the ID HSM are

specified in the input card lcccg501 through Icccg599 (for left boundary) and
lcccg601 through Icccg699 (for right boundary). If a convective boundary is chosen,
Word 1 of these cards means the hydrodynamic volume number (e.g., 125010000). If
the 3D hydrodynamic volume is used as a boundary volume, then a number in the form
of dddmm0007 should be given, where ddd is a "channel number", mm is a "mesh
number", and 0007 indicates this volume is a 3D volume. Actually, there is no code
change in the subroutine "rhtcmp", but the interpretation of input data is changed.

3.3.2 Subroutine "ihtcmp": Modified
This routine initializes the ID HSMs. It is modified to call a new subroutine

"mitjhsc".

3.3.3 Subroutine "init_hsc" : New
This routine counts the number of the ID heat structures that use the 3D volumes as

boundary conditions and, then, allocates additional ID volume data block array for
storing the 3D volume hydrodynamic conditions. This routine also calls a new
subroutine "check_hb" for input data validation. Finally, the additional ID volume data
block array is initialized by calling a new subroutine "ctor_hsc".

3.3.4 Subroutine "check_hb": New
This routine checks the validity of the 3D cells given as boundary volumes of a ID

heat structure. Then this routine makes an inverse table i3htbl(i,j). If a 3D volume (i,j)
(i.e., a 3D volume at i-tli channel, j-th mesh) is not used as a boundary of the ID heat
structure, i3htbl(ij) is set to zero. Otherwise, i3htbl(i,j) stores the ordinal numbers of the
additional ID volume corresponding to the 3D volume (i,j).

3.3.5 Subroutine "ctor_hsc": New
This subroutine converts the 3D volume data connected to the ID heat structures

into the ID volume data form. Some of the data that are not changed during transient
advancement are transferred once when this subroutine is called by "init_hsc". During
transient calculation, this subroutine is called every time step by the subroutine "tran".
After the ID HSM calculation, the wall-to-fluid heat transfer and the near-wall vapor
generation rate (or near-wall condensation rate) are mapped so that these can be used in
the 3D HDM.

12



3.3.6 Subroutine "xschem": Modified
This routine takes into account the terms affected in the 3D module by the use of the

ID HSM. That is, the wall-to-fluid heat transfer and the near-wall vapor generation rate
(or near-wall condensation rate) are added in the energy and mass equation of the 3D
HDM.

u« = •

j ^ \ sensible

/^ latent T-< /
xC f = = 1 V

+
/-\ sensible
>£• wg

s~\ latent -i-i /

ifT

e r r w < °
Fig. 3.2 Wall heat flux partition in the MARS ID module

In the volume data block of the ID HDM, four variables among the data shown in Fig.
3.2 are stored as follows:

- Total wall-to-fluid heat transfer rate, Qw = v_da(k)%q
- Wall-to-liquid heat transfer rate, Qvf= v_da(k)%qwf
- Wall-to-vapor heat transfer rate, gwg= v_da(k)%qwg
- Near-wall vapor generation (or condensation) rate, 1",,,= v_da(k)%gammaw

In the subroutine "xschem", the right-hand side (RHS) of the phasic mass and energy
equations are modified as follows:

'^, = (RHS )':<„„ - r w

Q7""e

"1 -TJi)

where h"f =hf, h\ =h™,h" =hs
g"' ifYw>0
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3.3.7 Module "hsc_dat": New
This is a new module associated with the 1D/3D heat structure unification. The

module is listed below:

MODULE HSC_DAT
INTEGER ilhsc,ilhvol
TYPE HSC_DATA

INTEGER hsno(2),vno(2),vndx(2)
END TYPE
TYPE(HSC_DATA), ALLOCATABLE :: hsc_da(:)

TYPE GAM_DATA
REAL (8) scb,cnd

END TYPE
TYPE (GAM_DATA) , ALLOCATABLE : : gamld ( : )

END MODULE HSC_DAT

ilhsc : total number of the ID heat structure that uses a 3D cell
as boundary cell (BC)

ilhvol: total number of the pseudo ID cells that represent the 3D
cells used as BCs of the ID heat structure

hsno : ID heat structure no. that uses 3D cell as BC
vno : the 3D cell number (100*i+j, i-th channel, j-th elevation)
vndx : ordinal number of the pseudo ID cell (.gt.v_hd%nvols(2))

scb
end

Heat transfer rate for subcooled boiling per unit volume
Heat transfer rate for near wall condensation per unit volume

3.4 Verification

Major concerns of the verification are to confirm the followings:
- Validity of the overall algorithm.
- Soundness of the data mapping of the 3D volume hydrodynamic data in the ID

volume data block.
- Validity of various combinations of heat structure boundary conditions (that is,

convective boundary conditions connected to the ID or 3D hydrodynamic volumes
for both left and right boundaries, insulated boundary conditions, and others).

mode 0
mode 1
mode 2
mode 3
mode 4
mode 5
mode 6
mode 7
mode 8
mode 9
mode 10
mode 11
add 20 to

— air-water mixture convection
— single phase liquid convection (p .ge. pcrit)
— single phase liquid convection (p .It. pcrit)
— subcooled nucleate boiling
— saturated nucleate boiling
— subcooled transition film boiling
— saturated transition film boiling
~ subcooled film boiling
— saturated film boiling
— single phase vapor convection
— condensation when void=.lt. 1.
— condensation when void .eq. 1.
mode number if quala .gt. 1 .Oe-9

Fig. 3.3 Heat transfer regime of the MARS ID module
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Since the ID heat stmcture model covers a wide range of heat transfer regimes (see
Fig. 3.3), several tests are established in order to verify the effectiveness of the MARS
modification covering all the heat transfer regimes. The calculation results with 3D
boundaries are compared with those of the MARS ID module.

3.4.1 A conceptual problem for the 1D/3D heat structure coupling
Figure 3.4 shows a typical input model for "heat structure coupling" test. Two

separated pipes thermally connected by a heat structure were modeled. The primary
pipe was modeled using the ID module and the secondary pipe was modeled using
either the ID module or the 1D/3D modules, where the heat structure was modeled
using the ID heat structure model. Boundary conditions are listed below:

Primary side: exit pressure 15 MPa, inlet water temp. 610 K, flow rate 20 kg/s,
Secondary side: exit pressure 7 MPa, inlet water temp. 550 K, flow rate lOkg/s.

The steady-state results of the two calculations (ID/ID and 1D/3D HSM boundaries)
are compared in Fig. 3.5. The primary coolant temperature profiles agree exactly,
however the secondary void profiles show some discrepancy. This is due to higher
interfacial drag force in the 3D module and, in turn, higher void fraction. Difference in
the total heat transfer rate is 0.0495 %. But, it was confirmed that the differences are not
related to the "heat structure coupling", but due to the difference in the hydrodynamic
models of the ID and 3D modules. From this test, the validity of the heat structure
coupling is clearly shown for two heat transfer regimes of subcooled nucleate boiling
and saturated nucleate boiling.

Primary side:
modeled by
the ID module

Pressures

Secondary side:
modeled by
Tiip i n <»• i n n n mr,Hui>>

• Test section modeled by
the ID or the 3D module.
Length: 5 m
Mesh length: 0.2 m (uniform)
Inner diam.: 0.1 m

ID module heat structure
.2 nun-thick stainless steel

5 radial meshes
Heat transfer area: 4.5 m2/m

Flow conditions

Fig. 3.4 A conceptual problem for the "heat structure coupling" test.
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Fig. 3.5 Results of the conceptual problem for the "heat structure coupling" test

3.4.2 Boiling Curve Problem

(1) Problem Description
Boiling curve problem is a simple vertical pipe problem with a very thin heat

structure. The problem was developed to confirm the mapping of the 3D T/H volume
data, which are used for the determination of wall heat transfer and vaporization in
single phase, two phase, and two phase with noncondensible gas condition. Figure 3.6
shows the MARS ID and 3D nodalizations. The test section was modeled using 4
equal-length volumes, whose length is 1 m and area is 1 m2. Each volume is connected
with a cylindrical heating wall, modeled by the ID heat structure model. The wall
thickness is small enough to neglect thermal inertia of the wall. A convective boundary
condition is imposed on the inner surface of the wall heat structure, and a constant wall
temperature boundary condition on the outer surface. The test sections are initially filled
with saturated water at a pressure of 10 MPa. Time dependent junction and volume
are modeled to simulate the fill boundary condition. Fill velocity for liquid and vapor
were kept constant as 1 m/sec during the transients.

To verify the data mapping of the 3D hydrodynamic volume data in the ID volume
data block covering the whole heat transfer modes, the outer surface temperature of heat
structure was increased gradually as shown in Fig. 3.7. So, each heat transfer mode is
maintained for a sufficient long period of time. Up-stream conditions of fill boundary
were varied also as follows:

Case 1) Saturated Water Injection
Case 2) Two Phase Injection (P=10 MPa, Quality = 0.1)
Case 3) Two Phase / Noncondensible Injection (P= 10 MPa, Temperature = 500 K,

16



Quality=0.1, Relative humidity 100 %)

(2) Results of the Calculations
To confirm the data mapping of the 3D module data, the results from the 3D module

calculation were compared with those from the equivalent ID module calculation. Since
there was no way to have the same thermal-hydraulic boundary conditions from the ID
and 3D modules on a heat structure when using convective boundary type, the results
from the first volume of test section were compared in order to minimize such effect.
The thermal hydraulic conditions of the first volume are mainly controlled by the
boundary fill condition and least affected by its heat structure behaviors.

In case of the saturated water injection, the overall heat transfer coefficients from
the 3D module calculation are almost identical with the ID results over the whole
boiling mode (Fig. 3.8). The other parameters, such as heat transfer rates from wall to
each phase, and wall vaporization rate were compared with the ID results as well (Figs.
3.9 ~ 3.11). Since the saturated water is injected, the vaporization may affect the volume
thermal hydraulics. This results in the small deviations in heat transfer rate to vapor side
due to the difference in hydraulic model between the ID and 3D modules.

In case of two-phase flow injection, similar results were obtained. Figures 3.12 and
3.13 show that the energy partition and the heat transfer calculation with the 3D module
data are correct for the complex two phase situations.

In case of two-phase flow with noncondensible gas injection, veiy severe
oscillations in flow and heat transfer rate are experienced near the CHF point in both the
ID and 3D calculation. These oscillations cause the anomalies of boiling curve near the
CHF point. Other results are similar to the previous cases except these anomalies (Figs.
3.14 and 3.15). In conclusion, it is verified that the data mapping of the 3D module
data and the subsequent heat structure calculation with the mapped data are sound
enough over the whole ranges of boiling mode and flow situations.
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3.4.3 Christensen subcooled boiling

The subcooled nucleate boiling test by Christensen was simulated. The test
geometry is a rectangular tube having 0.0111 x 0.0444 m cross section and 1.27 m
height. The MARS nodalizations for the ID and 1D/3D models are shown in Fig. 3.16.
In both input models, the ID heat structure model was used to simulate the electrically
heated wall. The test conditions are given as follows:

-Pressure: 5.512 MPa,
- Inlet subcooling: 12.5 K,
- Inlet liquid velocity: 1.15m/s,
- Power: 70 kW.

The steady-state void profiles of the calculations and the experiment are compared in
Fig. 3.17. The results of the 1D/3D calculation agree well with those of the ID
calculation as well as the experimental data. Thus, it can be said that the heat transfer
from wall to fluid and the near-wall vapor generation rate are well established. Slight
deviations of the calculations are due to the use of different hydrodynamic model in the
ID and 3D modules.
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3.4.4 Reflux condensation with non-condensable gas

A conceptual reflux condensation test including non-condensable gas is established
to verify the condensation part of the "heat structure coupling". The test section of the
problem is a vertical pipe having diameter of 0.0475 m, length of 2.0 m. The MARS
nodalizations for the ID and 3D modelings are shown in Fig. 3.18. In both nodalizations,
the time dependent junction (125) injects the superheated steam including non-
condensable gas to branch component (111). This volume is connected to the inlet of the
test section represented by a pipe component in the ID modeling and by a channel in
the 3D modeling. Component 180 represents a big condensate tank. The heat structure
of the test section is modeled using the ID heat structure. Left boundary of heat
structures is attached to fluid, whereas temperature is specified on the right boundary.
The boundary conditions are listed below:

- Exit pressure: 0.499 MPa (Sat. temperature: 424.8 K)
- Inlet steam/gas mixture temperature: 427.0 K
- Inlet steam/gas mixture flow rate: 0.0167 kg/s
- Outer wall temperature: 303 ~ 330 K

The calculation results with the fixed boundary conditions are shown in Figs. 3.19
through 3.22. Figure 3.19 shows the steam qualities at the inlet of the test section. The
1D/3D model predicts a lower steam quality than the ID model, because the MARS 3D
module generally overpredicts bulk condensation than that the MARS ID module. This
causes the MARS 3D module to predict low steam saturation temperature as shown in
Fig. 3.20 and, in turn, low total enthalpy flow at the inlet and outlet in Fig. 3.21. As a
result, the condensed water in the 1D/3D model is greater than that in the ID model (see
Fig. 3.22).

Generally the two results agree well with each other from the qualitative point of
view. Although there were some differences in the calculation results, these were not
relevant to the heat structure coupling, but due to different hydrodynamic models in the
ID and 3D modules. In conclusion, it was confirmed that, for condensation heat transfer
mode with noncondensible gases, the heat transfer from wall to fluid and the near-wall
condensation were appropriately implemented in the mass and energy conservation
equations of the MARS 3D module.

3.5 Concluding Remarks

Major concerns of the "heat structure coupling" verification were to confirm the
overall algorithm, the data mapping of the 3D volume hydrodynamic data in the ID
volume data block. From the results of the verifications, it was confirmed that these
were successfully established. Various combinations of heat structure boundary
conditions were also tested in the verification problems and proved to work well.

However, the vector nature of flows in the 3D hydrodynamic volumes is not fully
considered yet. That is, when the "heat structure coupling" feature is used, three-
dimensional velocity in the 3D hdrodynamic volumes that contact with the ID heat
structure should be reduced in a one-dimensional way. Currently, only the vertical
component of velocity is taken for the heat transfer coefficient calculations.
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4. Extension of the "Control Function" to the 3D Module Variables

4.1. Introduction

The use of "control function" in MARS 1.3 was limited for use in the ID module. To
simulate the control system functions in the three-dimensional analysis of plant, control
functions should be extended for use in the 3D module. The objective of this work is to
extend the capability of control functions to the 3D module data.

4.2. Input processing for use of control function
(CON_VARC.MOD, RCONVR.F90, ICONVR.F90)

A new member variable named "cnvdim" was added in control variable module
(CON_VARC) to allow the identification of the 3D module control function. It must be
identified by user input, making "3D" for W(9) on 205xxx00 card in RCONVR.F90.
After reading the following request variables of each control variable in RCONVR.F90,
pointer setting of the request variables are performed by calling "SCNREQ3D" in
ICONVR.F90. The request variables are limited and consistent with alphanumeric name
defined as the 3D module plot variables, otherwise input error occurs.

4.3. Transient Process

The control functions are defined by the calculation of simultaneous algebraic and
ordinary differential equations, and CONVR.F90 solves it numerically. Since associated
variables are evaluated on the pointer-based variable, there is no need to modify
CONVR.F90 for using the 3D module variables. It should be noted that the unit of the
3D module data is different from the ID module and the subsequent values of pointer
based variables are different in unit.

4.4. Verification

Various control functions, such as SUM, DIFFERENCE, INTEGRATION, etc, were
tested. It was proved that construction of any control variables using the 3D plot
variables is possible and correct.
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5. Improvement of the 3D Module Input Check Function

5.1 Introduction

The input check function of the ID module is almost complete. It confirms the
validity of each input data and their interrelationships. However, that of the 3D module
is less complete in its original feature. This is because (i) the 3D module did not fully
use the dynamic memory management for all the variables, which are stored in array (in
common statement) and, furthermore (ii) the 3D input model had more complicated
nature in comparison to the ID input model.

For instance, the number of channels is limited to mcdim (at present, mcdim is 60).
Thus, if a user wants an input model with channel numbers greater than mcdim, one has
to re-build the MARS code after changing mcdim in "parameter, h" file of the 3D
module as many as required. If a user runs the MARS code without rebuilding it, the
code may run yielding unphysical results unless the code run is stopped by proper input
check functions. Thus, the 3D module should have proper input check function that can
protect users from the trivial calculations.

However, it is very much difficult to implement a complete, general input check
algorithm in the 3D module because of its complicated input nature. As a counter-
measure, the input processing subroutines of the 3D module were modified so that the
sizes of the arrays storing all the variables defined during the input processing are
watched, comparing with the maximum array size defined in 'parameter.h' file and that,
if exceeding the maximum, the 3D module generates an error message in the output file
and stops the calculation. Other general input check functions, even not complete, are
also implemented.

5.2 Code Improvement

Implementation of the algorithm is straightforward. Whenever a 'DO LOOP'
appears during the input processing, the sizes of the array variables inside the DO
LOOP are compared with the maximums defined in "parameter.h" file. When an error is
detected (i.e., the maximum is exceeded), an error message is generated in the output
files. However, the input processing is continued for user convenience until the end of
input data processing. If one or more errors occur, the calculation is stopped. For the
implementation of the algorithm, four subroutines ("setin", "setup", "cobrai", and
"inputd") and a header file ("contrller.h") were modified.

5.3 Verification

The validity of the code modification was confirmed using several input data, which
used intentionally over-sized input. The algorithm worked well as intended. For an
example, if an error is detected in the temperature initialization table, the following
message is given:

"0******** Errors detected during input processing. Check 3D output" in the I D output,
"0******** 4th word of temperature initialization table 2 is greater than the maximum allowable

number; 20(n5dim)" in the 3D output,
In this case, the user should increase n5dim as necessary and rebuild the MARS code.
Because this modification does not have any effects in the calculation results, further
verifications are not needed.
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6. Future Development Works

In addition the improvements mentioned previously, the following tasks are under
progress or in planning in order to improve the MARS code to be a single multi-purpose
system thermal-hydraulic analysis tool.

- Tfeee-Dimensiorial Kinetics._Cod.e_Cougling
A 3-D kinetics module is extracted from the KAERI-developed 3-D nuclear static

and kinetics code, MASTER (Multi-purpose Analyzer for Static and Transient Effects
of Reactors, Cho et. al., 1996). 3-D kinetics module has been coupled with MARS 1.3
using DLL (Dynamic Link Library) technique (Norton et. al., 1997). Currently, the
coupled version works only for the simple problem having one-to-one geometric and
time-step compliance. Further generalization and verification, such as geometric
mapping, input structure, transient process control, etc., are planned as future works.

- CHF/DNB_M_odeIInprovement
MARS capability on the 3-D/subchannel thermal-hydraulics transients and the

coupled 3-D kinetics analyses will facilitate a simultaneous analysis of transient
CHF/DNB. For the enhancement of code applicability to CHF/DNB analysis, a
feasibility study on the available models and correlations for CHF/DNB are under
progress. In parallel, code assessment is being carried out for the KAERI CHF tests
(Chun et. al, 1996).

- Containment Code Coupling
CONTEMPT-4/MOD5/PCCS (Hwang et. al., 1998) has been coupled with MARS

using DLL technique to have the simultaneous analysis capability of reactor system and
containment. Currently, MARS controls the synchronization process of the coupled
version. Further verification and generalization of the coupled version are planned.

- Impro vement of Numerical Analysis Scheme
To enhance the numerical stability of MARS, ASIM (Advanced Semi-Implicit

Method) is being developed. ASIM incorporates the phasic bulk modulus obtained from
surface tension thickness modeling in describing the phasic pressure jump terms of
momentum equation (Lee, 1997). Currently, a pilot code has been developed for this
purpose and ASIM is under testing. In parallel, a high-order numerical scheme is under
development.

- Development of Thermal-Hydraulic Models
A code assessment matrix is under development. The matrix will provide the basic

framework for the development and verification of code models and correlations.
KAERI has constructed the thermal-hydraulic data bank for use in the code assessments.

- User Friendliness
Development of GUI module is planned. It aims at having the on-line and post-

calculation graphic analysis capability on Windows 95/NT environment. Other user
friendly features will be implemented.

- Code Readability
Improvement of bit field readability is planned and it will make MARS 1.3 more

readable and understandable in its overall structure.
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7. Conclusions

MARS 1.3 has been improved by adding the new features since the release of
MARS 1.3 in July 1998. These new features include:

- Implementation of point kinetics model into the 3D module,
- 1D/3D heat structure coupling,
- Improvement of the 3D module input check function,
- Extension of the "control function" to the 3D module variables.

Each of the features has been implemented in the code and independently verified
and assessed. The effectiveness of the new features was well verified and it was shown
that these improvements greatly extend the code capability and enhance the user
friendliness. These features will be included in MARS 1.3.1.
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Appendix A: Modifications on Input Requirements of MARS 1.3
(The revised pages only)

Note:
This appendix involves only the revised pages of the MARS 1.3 input manual*.
The revised parts are written in bold character with underline and also marked
with a vertical bar at the end of the relevant lines.

*W. J. Lee et al., Development of a Multi-Dimensional Realistic Thermal-Hydraulic
System Analysis Code, MARS 1.3 and its Verification, KAERI/TR-1108/98, KAERI.
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Option 10 is added time step control based on pressure changes.
Option 12 is the N-reactor water packer - separated from option 8.
Option 13 adds vertical stratification changes.
Option 14 turns off constitutive relations.
Option 15 allows no violation of courant limit.
Option 16 uses velocity flip/flop for the nearly implicit time advancement.
Option 17 modifies time step control for mass error, water property error, etc.
Option 18 adds sharp interface and reverse void profile logic.
Option 19 uses Bestion correlation for bundles.
Option 21 uses experimental numerical techniques.
Option 23 uses the Godunov method for boron transport for one dimensional flow.
Option 24 uses SRL subcooled boiling model.
Option 27 sets the time constant for radiation time smoothing to be 10.0.
Option 28 applies modeling that results in larger time steps being allowed for cases of
intense oxidation at low pressures (< 2.e+5 Pa).
Option 29 sets the time constant for radiation time smoothing to be 1.0e-6.
Option 30 introduces implicit coupling between SCDAP radiation and hydro.
Option 32 uses stretch logic in packer subroutine.
Option 35 uses an overrelaxation iterative solver instead of direct sparse matrix routines.
Option 36 limits extrapolation to 50 K and repeats time step only if bad extrapolation.
Option 37 turns off umbrella model.
Option 39 setting the bernoulli correction factor to be one for the momentum flux.
Option 41 includes energy dissipation due to form loss.
Option 42 applies a stronger criteria for critical flow.
Option 43 uses iteration to calculate the hydrodynamic conditions for critical flow.
Option 45 uses newly developed model for condensing inteiphase heat transfer.
Option 47 uses linear implicit interfacial drag in the momentum solution.
Option 48 user request the use of level model when vargrav flag is turned on.
Option 49 requests the use of 3d numerics at external junctions of 3d component.
Option 50 requests the use of 3d numerics at external junctions of 3d component plus
scaling and vect in vimplt.
Option 51 turns off water packing in all volumes.
Option 52 turns off choking at all junctions.
Option 53 invokes the modified Henry-Fauske critical flow model.
Option 54 reduces voidf truncation in eqfinl.(smaller mass error)
Option 55 uses newly developed changes to phantv for annular mist, and map
transitions, and Lahey suboil.
Option 56 enforces vg= vfat alpha = 1 in fidis2.F.
Option 57 uses new annular wall friction model.
Option 58 changes the interploation between subcooled and superheated liquid in
HIFBUB.
Option 59 Level Modelrsets the maximum cell water level to be l.e-6 less than the cell
height.
Option 60 modifies time step control for Courant limit.
Option 61 uses newly developed changes to phantv hifbub for bubbly slug and vertical
strat.
Option 62 uses newly developed changes to Chen f factor in prednb.
Option 64 vises the old halving and doubling of the time step but the new couvant limit.

Option 70 uses ASME 93 Dynamic Property •
Option 71 not used (deleted) I
Option 90 uses Kl 10 CHF correlation at P>100 bar rather than AECL Lookup Table
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for this heat structure geometry are taken from the heat structure geometry number in this word.

A8.12 Cards lcccg401 through Icccg499, Initial Temperature Data
These cards are required if Word 1 of Card lcccg400 is zero or -1.

A8.12.1 Format 1 (Word 1 on Card lcccg400 = 0)

If Word 1 is zero, one temperature distribution is entered; and the same distribution is applied to all of
the nh heat structures. The card format is two numbers per set in sequential expansion format for np mesh
points.

W1(R) Temperature (K, ° F).
W2(I) Mesh point number.

A8.12.2 Format 2 (Word 1 on Card lcccg400 = -1)
If Word 1 of Card 1 cccg400 is -1 , a separate temperature distribution must be entered for each of the nil
heat structures. The distribution for the first heat structure is entered on Card lcccg401, the distribution
for the second heat structure is entered on Card lcccg402, and the remaining distributions are entered on
consecutive card numbers. Continuation cards can be used if the data do not fit on one card. Wl-
WNP(R) Temperature (K, " F). Enter the np mesh point temperatures in order from left to right.

A8.13 Cards lcccg501 through Icccg599, Left Boundary Condition Cards
These cards are required. The boundary condition data for the heat structures with this geometry are
entered in a slightly modified form of sequential expansion using six quantities per set for the number of
heat structures with this geometry (nh sets). The modification deals with Words 1 and 2.

W1(I) Boundary volume number or general table. This word specifies the hydrodynamic
volume number (of the form cccnnOOOf) or general table associated with the left surface
of this heat structure. These are used to specify the sink temperature.

If zero, no volume or general table is associated with the left surface of this heat
structure, and a symmetry or insulated boundary condition is used (i.e., a zero
temperature gradient at the boundary), or a temperature of zero is used for a surface
temperature or a sink temperature in boundary conditions.

A boundary volume number is entered as a positive number.
If f is 0 or 4, the volume coordinate associated values such as average
volume velocity are taken from the x coordinate;

if f is 2 or 1, volume coordinate associated values are taken from the y or z
axes, respectively. These numbers define the flow direction parallel with
tube bundles. Any flow in other directions is vectorally added to give the
cross flow mass flux. Specifying a volume coordinate not in use is an
input error. i
If f is_7j jhc|_3D^Jixdrodynarnic vomule is used. Then ccc is a channel
number and nn is a mesh number I

A general table is entered as a negative number (-1 through -999).
W2(I) Increment. This word and Word 1 of this card are treated differently from the standard
sequential expansion. Word 1 of the first set applies to the first heat structure of the heat structure
geometry set. The increment (normally 10000) is added to Word 1, which results in the hydraulic cell
number associated with heat structure 2; etc. The increment is applied up to the limit in Word 6 of a set.
Word 1 of the next set applies to the next heat structure, and increments are applied as for the first set.
The increment may be zero
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These cards are required if a space-independent (point) reactor kinetics or a nodal reactor kinetics
calculation is desired. These cards may be entered in a new problem or on a restart. If no reactor kinetics
data are present in a restart problem, the data will be added; if reactor kinetics data are already present,
the data are deleted and replaced by the new data. A complete set of reactor kinetics data must always be
entered. Initial conditions are computed the same for new or restart problems; the initial conditions can be
obtained from assuming infinite operating time at the input power or from an input power history.

A12.1 Card 30000000, Reactor Kinetics Type Card

This card is required.
W1(A) Kinetics type. Enter POINT or DELETE. Enter POINT for the point reactor kinetics

option. Enter DELETE in a restart problem if reactor kinetics is to be deleted. No other
data are needed if reactor kinetics is being deleted.

W2(A) Feedback type. Enter SEPARABL, SEPARAjfP, TABLE3, TABLE4, TABLE3A, |
TABLE4A. If Word 2 is not entered, a default value is assumed.

If the kinetics type is POINT, the default is SEPARABL. If SEPARABL is entered,
reactor kinetics feedback due to moderator density, void fraction weighted moderator
temperature, and fuel temperature is assumed to be separable, and feedback data are
entered on Cards 30000501 through 30000899. If SEPARA3D is entered*, reactor I
kinetics feedback due to 3D volume moderator and fuel temperature is assumed. If I
TABLE3, TABLE4, TABLE3A, or TABLE4A is entered, reactivity is obtained from a
table defining reactivity as a function of three or four variables using Cards 30001001
through 30002999. If TABLE3 or TABLE4 are entered, the variables are moderator
density, void fraction weighted moderator temperature, fuel temperature, and boron
density. If TABLE3A or TABLE4A is entered, the variables are void fraction, liquid
moderator temperature, volume average fuel temperature, and boron concentration. If
TABLE3 or TABLE3A is entered, the first three of the variables in one of the sets
defined above are used, and if TABLE4 or TABLE4A is entered, all four variables are
used.

A12.2 Card 30000001, Reactor Kinetics Information Card
W1(A) Fission product decay type. Enter NO-GAMMA for no fission product decay

calculations, GAMMA for standard fission product decay calculations, or GAMMA-
AC for fission product decay plus actinide decay calculations.

W2(R) Total reactor power (W). This is the sum of fission power, fission product decay power,
and actinide decay power. Watts are used for both SI and British units. This must be
>0.0. If SEPARA3D is entered, this value is meaningless. Then the total power is
given by the 3D input convention.

W3(R) Initial reactivity (dollars). This quantity must be less than or equal to 0.0.
W4(R) Delayed neutron fraction over prompt neutron generation time (s "' ).
W5(R) Fission product yield factor. This is usually 1.0 for best-estimate problems, and 1.2 has

been used with ANS73 data for conservative mode problems. The factor 1.0 is assumed
if this word is not entered.

W6(R) 239 U yield factor. This is the number of 239 U atoms produced per fission times any
conservative factor desired. The factor 1.0 is assumed if this word is not entered.

W7(R) Fissions per initial fissile atom, y. Used in

factor (G(t)= 1.0 +(3.24*10-6 +5.23* 10-1" t) T I U )
to account for neutron capture in fission products when using ANS79-1 or ANS79-3 option. Entering this
quantity as a nonzero includes the G factor as part of the decay heat. The factor is not included if this
quantity is not entered or is entered as zero. Entering this word as a positive quantity indicates that the
equation is to be used for shutdown time up to 10 4 s, and the table is to be used from that time on.
Entering this word as a negative number indicates that the table is to be used for all shutdown times.
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A14 CARDS 205CCCNN OR 205CCCCN, CONTROL SYSTEM INPUT DATA
These cards are used in NEW and RESTART problems if a control system is desired. They are also used
to define the generic control components employed with the self-initialization option. Input can also be
used to compute additional quantities from the normally computed quantities. These additional quantities
can then be output in major and minor edits and plots.

Two different card types are available for entering control system data, but only one type can be used in a
problem. The digits ccc or cccc form the control variable number (i.e., control component number). The
card format 205cccnn allows 999 control variables, where ccc ranges from 001 through 999. The card
format 205ccccn allows 9999 control variables, where cccc ranges from 1 through 9999.

If the self-initialization option is selected, the data cards described in Section A14.2, Section A14.3.20,
and Section A 14.3.21 must be included. If loop flow control is to be included, the data cards described in
Section A14.3.19 must also be included.

A14.1 Card 20500000, Control Variable Card Type
If this card is omitted, card type 205cccnn is used. If this card is entered, either card format can be
selected. This card cannot be entered on RESTART problems if control components exist from the restart
problem, in which case the card format from the restart problem must be used.

Enter 999 to select the 205cccnn format or 9999 (4095 also allowed) to select the
205ccccn format.

A14.2
One card
option.
W1(A)

W2(A)

W3(R)

W4(R)
W5(I)

W6(I)

W7(R)

W8(R)

W9(A)

Card 205ccc00 or 205cccc0, Control Component Type Card
must be entered for each of the generic control components when using the self- initialization

Alphanumeric name. Enter a name descriptive of the component. This name will appear
in the printed output along with the component number. A limit of 10 characters is
allowed for CDC 7600 computers, and a limit of 8 characters is allowed for most other
computers.
Control component type. Enter one of the component names, SUM, MULT, DIV,
DIFFRENI, DIFFREND, INTEGRAL, FUNCTION, STDFNCTN. DELAY,
TRIPUNIT, TRIPDLAY, POWERI, POWERR, POWERX, PROP-INT, LAG. LEAD-
LAG, CONSTANT, SHAFT, PUMPCTL, STEAMCTL, or FEEDCTL, or the command,
DELETE. If DELETE is entered, enter any alphanumeric word in Word 1 and zeros in
the remaining words. No other cards are needed when deleting a component.
Scaling factor. For a CONSTANT component, this quantity is the constant value. No
additional words are entered on this card, and Cards 205ccc01 through 2O5cccO9 or
205ccccl through 205cccc9 are not entered. For the PUMPCTL, STEAMCTL, or
FEEDCTL components, this is the gain multiplier (G) for the output signal.
Initial value.
Initial value flag. Zero means no initial condition calculation and W4 is used as the
initial condition; one means compute initial condition.
Limiter control. Enter zero, or omit this and the following words if no limits on the
control variable are to be imposed. Enter 1 if only a minimum limit is to be imposed, 2
if only a maximum limit is to be imposed, and enter 3 if both minimum and maximum
limits are to be imposed.
Minimum or maximum value. This word is the minimum or maximum value if only one
limit is to be imposed or is the minimum value if both limits are to be imposed.
Maximum value. This word is used if both limits are to be imposed.

" ID" or "3D". Ifnot entered, tins value is assumed as "ID". If "3D" is entered,
following alphanumeric yalue_and integer value of variable request code must be
the same as the convention_ofj)l_ot file requests in card 60000101-60000199.
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A18.3 CARDS 60000101 THROUGH 60000199, PLOT FILE REQUESTS

These cards are optional for NEW and RESTART problems, are required for a REEDIT problem, and are
not allowed for PLOT and STRIP problems. If these cards are not present, no minor edits are printed. If
these cards are present, minor edits are generated, and the order of the printed quantities is given by the
card number of the request card. One request is entered per card, and the card numbers need not be
consecutive. For RESTART problems, if these cards are entered, all the cards from the previous problem
are deleted.

W1(A) Variable code (alphanumeric).
W2(I) Parameter (numeric).
W3(R) Minimum Y Value for X-Y Plot (Optional Select for Window Plotting).
W4(R) Maximum Y Value for X-Y Plot (Optional Select for Window Plotting).

Words 1 and 2 form the variable request code pair. The quantities that can be edited and the input required
are listed below. For convenience, quantities that can be used in plotting requests, in trip specifications, as
search variables in tables, and as operands in control statements are listed. Units for the quantities are also
given. Interactive input variables described in Section A6 can be used in batch or interactive jobs in the
same manner as the variables listed below. The parameter for interactive input variables is 1000000000.
Quantities compared in variable trips must have the same units, and input to tables specified by variable
request codes must have the specified units. The quantities are listed in alphabetical order within each
section.

Al. Channel/Node Quantities
The quantities listed below are unique to certain components; for example, three-digit number ccc used
for channel number and xx for node number in the input cards (for cccxxOOOO numeric field)
AE Entrained liquid volume fraction.
AL Vapor volume fraction.
ALIQ Liquid volume fraction.
FEM Vertical entrained liquid momentum flow.
FGM Vertical vapor momentum flow.
FLM Vertical liquid momentum flow.
GAMA Vapor generation rate
P Old time pressure
HL Liquid enthaphy.
HV Vapor enthaphy.
RL Liquid density.
RV Vapor density.
PMGAS Gas partial pressure.
RMGAS Gas density.
QCHFF Cell critical heat flux
QLIQ Heat transfer rate to liquid
QVAP Heat transfer rate to vapor I
TEMPF Liquid^ temperature
TEMPG Vapor temperature '

A2. Heat Rod Quantities
The quantities listed below are unique to certain components; for example, three-digit number mmm used
for rod number, and Onn for node number, and rr for radial mesh number in input card ( for mmmOnnrr
numeric field ) If radial mesh is not available, then use final 2 digit as null number, i.e. mmmOnnOO.
TROD Rod mesh temperature
XC Axial node elevation for each rod.
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QROD Heat Flux for each rod at certain node.
HTCL Heat Transfer Coefficient to the liquid
HTCV Heat transfer coefficient to vapor
TLIQ Liquid temperature seen by rod
TVAP Vapor temperature seen by rod
TFAVG Fuel temperature averaged radially over pellet and axially over fluid node.

A3. Channel Quantities

The quantities listed as unique to a certain component; for example^ three digit number ccc used
for channel number:
LVL LIQ Collapsed liquid level for a channel
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In case of a 'restart problem', following data cards are skipped.

A18.4.1 CARD 60100000, Fluid Initial Condition Card
The seven words have to be entered on this card.
W1(R) Enter the initial 3D region operating pressure (psi or N/m2).
W2(R) Enter the enthalpy for fluid initialization (Btu/lbm or J/kg).
W3(R) Enter the vertical mass velocity for flow initialization (lbm/ft2sec or kg/m2sec).
W4(R) Enter the average linear heat rate per active rod (kw/ft or kw/m).
W5 (R) Volume fraction of liquid
W6(R) Volume fraction of vapor in gas mixture
W7(R) Rod bundle scaling factor. Enter 1.0 for ideal subchannel

A18.4.2 CARD 60110000, Noncondensible Gas
The two words have to be entered on this card.
W1 (I) Number of noncondensible gases (minimum of one).
W2(R) Enter Jhe enthalpy of noncondensible gas mixture; this was deleted !

A18.4.3 CARD 60110001 through 60110099, Noncondensible Gas Fraction
The two words have to be entered on each card.
W1(A) Enter name of gas (left justified).

Examples: air, argon, helium, hydro, kryto, nitro, oxyge, xneno.
W2(R) Volume fraction of Wl in gas mixture.
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A18.14 CARD 611XXXXX, Axial Power Tables and Forcing Functions
A18.13 can be omitted if they are not needed. These cards are replaced at restart problem.
A18.14.1 61100000
The one word has to be entered on this card
W1(I) Enter number of axial power profile tables to be read. (Minimum of one.)
A18.14.2 CARD 6110NNXX, Axial Power Tables
A18.13.2 is repeated Wl(of 61100000) times
CARD 6110NN00
W1 (I) Enter axial power profile table identification number.
W2(I) Enter number of pairs of elements in axial power profile table Wl.
CARD 6110NN01 through 6110NN99
W1(R) Enter vertical location, relative to bottom of the section 1, where axial power factor W2

is applied. Use inches or meters.
W2(R) Enter relative power factor (the ratio of local power to average power) at vertical

location Wl.
All rods using the same table should start and end at the same vertical locations. In the
table, y(i,n) must be the vertical location of the beginning of the rods, and y(i,naxn(i))
must be the vertical location of the end of the rods.

A18.14.3 CARD 6111XXXX, Power Forcing Function
CARD 61110000
The one word has to be entered on this card.
W1(I) Enter number of pairs of elements in the power forcing function table.

CARD 61110101 through 61110199
Specify only if Wl of 61110000 > 0.
W1 (R) Enter transient time (seconds).
W2(R) Enter the power factor:

W2=(Po\ver at time Wl) / (Initial power)

A18.14.4 CARD 6112XXXX, Gap Conductance Forcing Function
CARD 61120000
The one word has to be entered on this card
W1(I) Enter number of pairs of elements in gap conductance forcing function table.

CARD 61120101 through 61120199
Specify only if Wl of 61120000 > 0.
Wl (R) Enter transient time (in seconds).
W2(R) Enter conductance factor:

W2=(Gap conductance at time Wl) / (Initial gap conductance)

A1JU4.5 CARD 6113xxxx, Direct ModeratorJgeating
This card must be entered if SEPARA3D option is selected on W2(A) iJLCard 3000000
CARD 61130000
W1(I) Total numeber of nodes for direct heating
W2(R) Direct heating fraction jo total heating power
CARDL61130001.tl!rou"gh 6113009?
W1(I) Channel/nod e volume number (cccnnOOOO)
W2(I) Volume increament
W3(R) Fraction to total direct heating

Numbers of volumes
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